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Context for the Research, and Main Aims 
Aims:
• Commissioned in response to  a government request 

to review recruitment practices in 2019 

• Wanted the sector to lead on this

• Identify how agents, HEIs and sector bodies can work 
together to ensure that UKHE is best represented & 
students are supported   



Context for the Research, and Main Aims 
Aims:
• Understand the experience of international students 

who use agents, and give agents and university staff 
a voice

• Review the existing UK regulatory frameworks and 
benchmark against competitor destinations 

• Obtain a set of actionable insights and 
recommendations 



What did we do?

• Surveyed over 300 education agents from over 50 
recruitment markets

• Surveyed over 500 international non-EU students 
PG & UG reflective of markets
– 2/3 used an education agent
– Ran 3 focus groups – 2x used agents 1x did not use agent
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Sector Stakeholder Interviews

The Research Control Group identified a number of stakeholders whose views were considered important to the integrity of 
the project. These stakeholders were interviewed through one-hour-long video conferencing sessions. The objective of these 
interviews was to understand the breadth of perspectives in the sector and government on education agents and how they 
are managed, and to garner ideas on how quality can be maintained or might be improved.

HEI Staff Interviews

Based on responses from the education agent survey to a question asking to identify the best HEIs at managing education 
agent relationships, a number of HEIs covering different regions and institution types were interviewed to better understand 
good provider practice in managing education agents (see section 3.3) and build on the knowledge acquired from the online 
surveys. 

International Student Focus Groups 

Four focus groups of up to five students each were conducted with students who responded to the student survey, chosen 
at random. Of these focus groups, three were with students who had used an education agent and one was with a group 
who had not. The purpose of these focus groups was to better understand how the students came to choose their university/
course, the issues they encountered along the way and how the education agent and HEI helped them overcome obstacles. 
The focus groups were also used to determine how well understood the financial arrangements between universities and 
education agents are understood by future students and their views on these arrangements.

Insights from the focus groups of international students are provided in Appendix 1.

• Surveyed over 100 HEI staff
– Deeper interviews with best practice  

HEIs cited by agents

• Ran 10 stakeholder consultation 
sessions

• Reviewed previous research



What Did The Report Clarify About Agents?

• Looked at the different Models of agents

• Identified why students use agents

• Clarified the services provided to students & 
universities 

• Highlighted their Importance:
o circa £11.88bn contributed to UK economy over the lifetime of 

their studies; 
o 50% of international students who started their studies in 2019 

used an education agent.
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So far, what is the research telling us?

Definition 
A consistent and easily 
understood definition  
of an education agent  

is needed

Insights
Preliminary insights  

from the education agent 
survey with some  

interesting very early  
insights from HEI staff  
and student surveys

Models
There are 4 clear  

education agent personas 
and some outliers

Best Practice
Initial findings on how 
institutions effectively 

manage their education 
agents

Function
The broad range of  

services delivered by 
education agents to  

students and institutions 
through the recruitment 

journey

Value
A rough estimate  

of the value education 
agents bring to  
the UK economy

Comparison
The UK’s approach  
to education agent 

management compared 
with that of five competitor 

destination countries

Preliminary 
recommendations
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What do education agents look like?

The SME  
60% of agents

 
UK High Street:  Fullers

Examples

Key attributes: Experts in their field / Local knowledge / Hard-working / 
Collaborative / Backbone of the industry / Protective of their reputation /  
Very little influence individually
•  Recruit a moderate amount of students per year (20 - 200)
•  Represent a moderate number of UK HEIs (10 - 80)
•  Employ a moderate amount of employees (6 - 50)
•  Multiple offices, generally just in one country

The Sole-Trader  
20% of agents 

 UK High Street: The corner shop or independent newsagent

Examples

Key attributes: Community-based /Strong local links / Personal service / 
Limited resources / Small turnover / Family-run
•   Majority less than 10 staff, 50% just one person
•   Usually recruit less than 40 students a year
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The Multi-National  
10% of agents

 
UK High Street:  IKEA

Examples

Key attributes: Global presence /Regional expertise & adaptations / Strong 
brand / Key industry player / Large customer base / Hi-tech systems / Internal 
regulation & standards
•  Operates in three or more countries
•   Recruits over 1,000 students per year
•   Represents over 100 UK HEIs
•   Operates with a large staff base (majority have more than 50 staff)
•   Multiple offices across different countries (20+ offices)

The Market Specialist  
5% of agents 

 UK High Street: Zizzis

Examples

Key attributes: Product expertise / Regional adaptations / Joined-up systems / 
Consistent standards / Well recognised brand domestically  
/ Very little international presence
•  Operate exclusively in one country or region
•  Recruit over 1,000 students per year
•  Represent over 80 UK HEIs
•  Operate with a large staff base (91% have more than 50 staff)
•  Multiple offices in different towns and cities

What do education agents look like?
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Agents we know exist but are outliers  
or are a subgroup within SMEs & Sole-Traders

 The Specialist/Innovator 

UK High Street:  Pickled Pepper Books / Truro Arts Company

Examples

Key attributes: sometimes fully online or perhaps only recruiting to certain 
disciplines such as Fine Arts. Tend to be sole-traders or SMEs in scale. Provide 
specific services to specialism e.g. portfolio assistance

     The Education Giant 

UK High Street:  Amazon

Examples

Key attributes: Huge multinational organisations, many different arms of the 
business, massive customer base, industry influencers, breaking new ground



Why do students use education agents?
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FINDING

Education agents are an influential part of the wider student visa process. A robust and well-informed quality 
assurance framework will further support the existing Home Office practices.

While the services provided to students have been outlined earlier in this section, the reasons students (and their families) use 
an education agent have not been detailed beyond a basic premise that the student has some knowledge but is looking for 
an ‘expert’ to provide more detailed knowledge and assistance (see section 2.2). 

The survey of international students found that the main advantage of using an education agent is that they provide 
guidance for the application and visa processes, which can otherwise be overwhelming or confusing for many students and 
their families who are doing this for the first (and probably only) time. The expertise of an education agent opens up a range 
of other benefits too, including convenience, alternative HEI options and reduced application times.

2.6 WHY DO STUDENTS USE EDUCATION AGENTS?

Base: Students who used an education agent, n=329

What were the main benefits of using an education agent? Select all that apply

63%

51%

50%

46%

46%

45%

43%

39%

36%

26%

24%

24%

22%

Guide me through the visa  
process / application process

Convenient – they could  
arrange everything for me

Knowledge of completing forms

Discover options I didn’t consider or know

Expertise in the UK education system

They have the most recent  
and accurate information

Reduced application time

Free services

Informed advice on the best study options for me

Too confusing or difficult to do on my own

Reassurance of making the right choice

Improved my chance of getting  
an offer of acceptance

They understood my language and culture

“They helped throughout the process and sometimes it can be so 
confusing when applying to university, just having someone that’s 
willing to help out and advise you is extremely helpful.”   
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT FROM NIGERIA
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The findings of the surveys of HEI staff and students illustrate the value placed on education agent services through the 
international student recruitment life cycle. Underpinning this is the importance of providing accurate and up-to-date 
information about studying in the UK – which most agents do, according to students and HEI staff.

Given recommendation plays a major role in student awareness and choice of education agent, it was the key metric used to 
evaluate agent performance among students. Two-thirds of students who used an education agent would be ‘likely’ (rating 7 
or more out of 10) to recommend their agent, with 29% rating ‘very likely’ (10 out of 10).

When asked reasons for their rating, there were a range of delight moments as well as areas of concern. These were further 
explored in the focus groups.

For many, education agents are an essential part of a student’s journey, providing support, guidance and advice from the 
first interaction until after arriving in the UK. The free service is also appealing for many students, given the high investment 
they (and/or their families) are already making to study in the UK.

2.4 EDUCATION AGENT SERVICE VALUE AND QUALITY

85% of HEI  
agree ‘agents are well informed  

and up-to-date on the higher  
education sector in the UK’

85% of students 
who used an agent agree  

‘the information provided by  
my agent was accurate’

How likely would you be to recommend your education agent?

5%

0 – Not at 
all likely

0%

1

3%

2

3%

3

2%

4

9%

5

10%

6

12%

7

17%

8

11%

9

29%

10 – Very 
likely

Base: Students who used an education agent, n=329

“They were both free and very helpful 
in simplifying the very complex process. 
I may not have even made it as far as 
attending in the UK if I had not had 
their guidance and advice.”    
POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT  
STUDENT FROM THE USA 

“They made the process very easy and 
it was free of charge. The agent was 
very helpful, answered all my queries 
and assisted me through the whole 
process. I wouldn’t have been here, 
without their help!”      
POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT  
STUDENT FROM INDIA
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Education agents report that academically matching students to courses / university is the most important factor for their UK 
HEI partners, followed by the quantity of students. While the majority of agents believe ‘student matching’ is the priority for 
most UK HEI, some agents report a variation by institution depending on institution ranking and recruitment priorities such as 
region, scholarship, faculty or intake period. Some of the smaller HEIs or HEIs in regional areas use education agents to help 
raise awareness of study opportunities outside of the major UK cities and the Russell Group HEIs.

“Recruitment would be 
halved to my university 
without use of agents. 
They are necessary 
although I have 
concerns that not all 
have high standards.”   
HEI STAFF

“Typically agents 
represent the diverse 
range of UK HEIs 
in a wide range of 
markets effectively 
and successfully, with 
legitimacy.”    
HEI STAFF

“It’s so hard to 
generalise as quality 
and motivation in 
agents varies widely 
from market to market 
and even within the 
same market, some 
agents operate with 
more of a commercial 
interest than others.”     
HEI STAFF

FINDING

Education agents can play an important role in raising awareness of HEIs in more rmeote locations or with lower 
brand recognition overseas, so spreading the benefits of HEIs hosting international students across the UK

The research suggests 50% of 
international students used an 

education agent



Timing & delivery of education agent services
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The student journey below illustrates the different services delivered by education agents to the student and the contracting 
HEI through an average international student recruitment life cycle. The duration of this life cycle can vary considerably by 
student’s country of origin and their desired study level, but it is widely accepted by HEIs that the majority of students fall into 
a 12–18 month process from enquiry to enrolment, which means changes to policy or activity can take more than 18 months to 
have an impact.

2.3 TIMING AND DELIVERY OF EDUCATION AGENT SERVICES 

Service to student

Service to instituion

•  Promotion raising awareness of UK 
education options

•  Support with identifying English 
language requirements & options – 
in-country / in-UK

•  Local marketing campaign – local 
media / digital channels. Translated

•  Local printing and storage of 
materials

•  Fairs and events
•  Marketing reach – student 

nationality / regional diversity
•  Promoting universities beyond 

London, Oxbridge and Edinburgh
•  Market intelligence and consultancy
•  Arranging visits to Schools / Colleges 

/ Potential partners

•  Career planning advice
•  Filtering: academic matching 

/ financial matching / location 
matching / university matching

•  Language training & testing (some 
in-house)

•  Arranging visits to UK universities

•  Brochure distribution
•  Counselling student in-person 

– course knowledge + previous 
students

•  Document verification
•  Funding / ability to pay and support 

oneself
•  Running counselling and interview 

days for university staff
•  Travel arrangements for visiting staff
•  Helping travelling staff in difficult 

situations
•  Facilitating visiting and short 

programs

DISCOVERY
3-12 months

EVALUATE
1-6 months

Average timeline of 18 months
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As previously mentioned, many of the services provided to students – such as student counselling, assistance with the 
application, translation services, visa advice and pre-departure briefings – are also services to HEIs, allowing the HEIs to 
prioritise resourcing to other areas or prospective students who are applying to them directly.

•   Help with collecting, verifying and 
translating documents

•  Help submitting complete 
applications Direct / UCAS & 
options – in-country / in-UK

•  Liaising with university to provide 
any missing documents

•  Liaising with university to get offers, 
visa letters, etc

•   Submission of complete application 
(less chasing of missing documents)

•  Submission of verified translated 
documents

•  Nurturing students and their family 
members

•  Some agents do basic admissions 
work on behalf of universities

•  Help Completing forms (e.g. CAS 
Statement and collecting required 
supporting documents

•  Help student prepare for visa 
interviews

•  Help getting a passport
•  Pre-departure briefings
•  Identifying accommodation and 

help booking
•  Help with travel bookings and 

insurance
•  Assistance with local regulatory 

environment, e.g. meeting 
requirements of/registering with 
Ministry of Education

•  Assisting with U18 guardian 
preparation

•  Assistance with Scholarship 
/ financial aid / bank loan 
applications

•  Selling accommodation and other 
options

•  Delivery of pre-departure briefings 
and preparation courses

•  Some delivery of language /short 
courses on behalf of universities

•  Checking arrivals and liaising with 
parents/guardians

•  Some ongoing pastoral support 
•  Assisting with finding part-time 

work
•  Help setting up phone, IT etc

•  Maintaining contact with parents 
and guardians – important when 
there are critical incidents

•  Assistance with alumni events

DECIDE
2-6 months

PREPARE
1-6 months

ARRIVE
1 month +

Illustrates the services mapped against the student journey to 
both the student and the providers



Main Findings 

• 85% of HEI agree ‘agents are well informed and up-to-
date on the higher education sector in the UK’

• 85% of students who used an agent agree ‘the 
information provided by my agent was accurate’

• 70% of international students would recommend their 
education agent to others 

• There are structures & best practice to build on



Main Findings 
Transparency & Student Voice
• How an agent is contracted by which HEI needs to be made 

clearer to students and stakeholders alike
• Greater clarity on how a student can raise issues or submit a 

complaint to the HEI about an agent should be integrated into 
agent & provider existing processes

Training & Communication
• Existing agent training covers majority of legislative & 

education environment but comparatively low 
uptake/completion rates compared to competitor countries

• Examine ways to increase access
• Create a framework to keep agents informed & up to date with 

important information



Main Findings 
Improve Performance & Ensure Consistency
• Institutional contracts, training and other education agent 

management protocols are important tools in education 
agent quality management so its important that this is done 
well right across the sector

• There is not uniform awareness & adoption of a single 
Code of Ethical Practice for education agents

• A shared good practice guide would serve to benefit agents 
and providers 

• Research into what information can be legally shared with 
gov & between providers to improve agent performance 
would be helpful



Main Findings: Create a Quality Framework
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Legislative  
Structure

Prospective Student 
Complaints/Rating 

Channels

Commission 
transparency

Centralised 
Communications 

and Training  
Scheme

Provider Good 
Practice Guide 

for Working with 
Education Agents

Promotion of  
Official Education 

Agents (centralised 
and provider lists)

National Code  
of Ethical Practice  

for Education  
Agents

EDUCATION AGENT 
PARTNER QUALITY 

ASSURANCE 
FRAMEWORK

Information  
sharing between 

Home Office  
and Providers

Introducing a single Code of Ethical Practice for UK Education Agents will set expected standards for all education agents 
working with UK providers and will help regulate their practice. It is recommended that the new Code be developed through 
a co-design process with education agents, using the London Statement and British ‘Good practice guide for education 
agents’ as a base. To be effective, it will need to be widely adopted by UK providers, ideally across the international 
education sector, as the benchmark they use for their education agents and communicated in a coordinated fashion. The 
Code should be integrated with the following recommendations. 

The Code should be supported by an updated and accessible education agent training suite. The British Council’s training 
suite covers a lot of the key issues that education agents need to be briefed on but when compared with competitor 
destination market schemes, it is not as widely used by education agents. In collaboration with the British Council, education 
agents and key stakeholders from across the international education sector, the training content should be restructured to 
significantly increase education agent engagement, a new cost structure implemented, and some form of education agent 
company recognition/certification be introduced; it is currently only tied to the counsellor. This needs to be complemented by 
regular British Council and sector in-country briefings and updates as is current practice in many source markets. This should 
result in far greater uptake among education agents which should also improve the quality of their services to students.

To maximise the integrity of the UK’s education agent quality assurance framework, providers should also develop and adopt 
good practice in appointing, training, supporting and managing education agents; ultimately, the contracting provider is 
responsible for their education agent’s practice as it relates to their institution, and must provide the education agents with 
the tools to accurately represent them. A step-by-step ‘Good Practice Guide for Providers Using Education Agents’ covering 
these areas and developed in conjunction with sector professionals, education agent partners and key stakeholders, will 
ensure the integrity of the UK sector and improve the prospective student experience. This will cover best practice case 
studies, approaches to legally sharing information across the sector and to and from the Home Office, student centric 
complaints processes and proforma questions for incorporation in exiting new student surveys. Transparency requirements 
(including regarding commission structure – not amounts), and an Education Agent Partner Quality Assurance Health 
Check proforma for internal audits built out of the QAA Quality Code, would help to build on the already strong practice of 
UK providers. The Guide would work in tandem with the Training and the Code and will be an online resource that will be 
updated with market/stakeholder developments.

RECOMMENDATION ONE:  
DEVELOP AND PROMOTE A NATIONAL CODE OF ETHICAL PRACTICE  
FOR UK EDUCATION AGENT PARTNERS

RECOMMENDATION TWO:  
REORGANISE THE EDUCATION AGENT TRAINING SCHEME TO INCREASE ACCESS AND ENGAGEMENT

RECOMMENDATION THREE:  
DEVELOP AND PROMOTE A GOOD PRACTICE GUIDE FOR PROVIDERS USING EDUCATION AGENTS

However, no industry is without risk, and the research did identify some issues related to the use of education agents. 
These issues were largely centred on perceptions of unethical behaviour and the transparency of business arrangements, 
and concerns about the quality of some mainly uncontracted education agents. The report highlights that the UK higher 
education sector has a range of risk-mitigating approaches in place. Education agents and their contracting HEIs are bound 
by the UK’s legislative framework including consumer law, data protection, immigration and bribery acts and child protection 
legislation. Furthermore, the QAA’s Quality Code for Higher Education regulates the sector’s recruitment practices. This is 
complemented by voluntary codes of practice, best practice guidelines, and fee-based training programme delivered by the 
British Council. The research found that there was strong institutional practice in managing education agent relationships 
across a large cross section of UK HEIs. 

Given there is a good amount of structure in place – more than in the USA, Canada or France – further legislation or 
regulation seems unnecessary, but the findings which are highlighted throughout the report, point towards areas where 
existing education agent management practice could potentially be strengthened. The report suggests the creation of a 
Quality Assurance Framework:

The report identified three primary recommendations that would complete the Education Agent Partner Quality Assurance 
Framework. Implementation work began in early 2021. 

KEY:
 Existing but may need minor modification / better communication
 Some existing practice, needs greater adoption
 Newly developed initiative built on existing practice



• Create a single Code used and referenced by 
entire UK international education sector

• Seek input from education agents and students at 
the early development stage

• Plan to engage and include wider sector
– IHE, English UK, Schools Sectors, FE sectors
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4.1 RECOMMENDATIONS

4.2 DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Develop and promote a Code of Ethical Practice for UK Education Agents
2.  Update and restructure the British Council Education Agent and Counsellor Training Suite to increase 

content accessibility 
3. Develop and promote a ‘Good Practice Guide for Providers Using Education Agents’ 
4. Introduce an independent complaints process for prospective students
5. Develop a mechanism for providers to be able to access education agent visa issuance data 
6. Explore approaches that would allow providers to share information regarding education agent practices 
7.  Explore the potential benefits and issues associated with a tiered accreditation or preferred education 

agent scheme 

RECOMMENDATIONS

Develop and promote a Code of Ethical Practice for UK Education Agents 
RECOMMENDATION ONE

Arrange a series of workshops with relevant stakeholders, including education agents, to combine and update the London 
Statement and the British Council ‘Guide to good practice for education agents’ into a single Code of Ethical Practice for UK 
Education Agents. Once finalised, circulate across the sector and ask all relevant stakeholders to refer to it: 

• on their websites 

• in their training 

• in provider contracts with education agents 

• in education agent membership group requirements 

It would be incorporated into Recommendations Two and Three and could form a requirement of membership for a 
preferred or accredited education agent scheme (see Recommendation Seven). 

Benefits of implementing

• sets expected standards for education agents

• provides a tool for providers to evaluate education agent practice

• reassures government about education agent practice and aligns with the national brand of education quality

• improves the international student pre-enrolment experience



• Significantly increase the number of trained education 
agents – and look at ways of cascading training & 
important information to them

• Consider the ongoing training options for already 
certified education agents i.e.– CPD framework

• Ensure provider, student & education agent 
engagement in course development – it has to work for 
them

• Accessibility – research on pricing  models to ensure it 
gets the uptake we want

• Integrate Code of Ethical Practice
• Replicate good practice in agent communications
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Redesign the education agent training scheme to increase access and engagement
RECOMMENDATION TWO

In collaboration with education agents and the British Council, explore updating and restructuring the training suite so that a 
base level of content is offered for free, thereby raising the standard of UK education agent counselling globally. The prestige 
of becoming ‘Certified’ could then command a fee (consultation with education agents needed to determine price elasticity 
of demand) and provide a material benefit to the individual and their company. 
The revised training suite would incorporate Recommendations One and Four, and would be a quality indicator for HEIs 
under the Good Practice Guide (See Recommendation Three). It could also form one of the quality indicators for a preferred 
or accredited agent scheme (see Recommendation Seven). 
A concept document is provided in Appendix 9 that can be used to initiate discussion with stakeholders.
Benefits of implementing
• greater uptake of the training so better prepared education agents
• potentially an increased revenue stream for the British Council
• provides a benchmark for providers to evaluate new education agent practice
• reassures government about education agent practice and aligns with the national brand of education quality
• improves the international student pre-enrolment experience

Develop and promote a Good Practice Guide for Providers Using Education Agents 
RECOMMENDATION THREE

Working with education agents and using section 3.3 of this report as a starting point, develop and distribute a good practice 
guide for providers, which might include: 
•  recommendations on due diligence, trial periods, training and review processes, including student satisfaction metrics that 

might be collected on an annual or biennial basis that would feed into the review process (and potentially provide sector 
benchmarking metrics)

•  advice on contract inclusions (potentially template clauses), such as requiring education agents to explain to students that 
they are funded by HEIs (not fee amounts), 

•  use of signed agreements with students (particularly in relation to GDPR), and compliance with the Code of Ethical 
Practice for UK Education Agents (Recommendation One) 

•  recommendations on how their education agent relationships should be made transparent to prospective students, such as 
listing contracted education agents on the provider website and a providing a page outlining how they pay education agents 

•  advice on ways to improve and maintain the quality of the provider–education agent relationship, including putting 
more provider staff through the British Council Agent and Counsellor Training Suite (or an updated UKCISA International 
Officer training covering similar content) so that they have a clearer understanding of the operational environment in 
which education agents operate, and making staff aware of the QAA Quality Code as it relates to student recruitment and 
admissions practice 

•  an Education Agent Quality Assurance Health Check proforma for internal audit offices that references the relevant 
sections of the QAA Quality Code and CMA guidance

Benefits of implementing
•  raises standards of the whole sector in managing education agents (especially useful for newer entrants)
•  provides tools for providers to further evaluate and continually improve their education agent management practice
•  helps to increase international student feedback and standards of service
•  makes it easier for education agents to effectively represent their partner providers



• A step-by-step how-to-guide on education agent 
management covering the full life cycle

• Highlighting:
– Case studies of best practice
– Approaches to legally sharing information about education 

agents among providers
– Integrating complaints/review processes for students
– Proforma questions for new student surveys about 

education agents (agent review practice)

• Integrate Training and Code of Ethical Practice
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Update and restructure the British Council Education Agent and Counsellor Training Suite to increase content 
accessibility 

RECOMMENDATION TWO

In collaboration with education agents and the sector, the British Council should explore updating and restructuring 
their training suite so that a base level of content is offered for free, thereby raising the standard of UK education agent 
counselling globally. The prestige of becoming ‘British Council Certified’ could then command a fee (consultation with 
education agents needed to determine price elasticity of demand) and provide a material benefit to the individual and their 
company. 
The revised training suite would incorporate Recommendations One and Four, and would be a quality indicator for HEIs 
under the Good Practice Guide (See Recommendation Three). It could also form one of the quality indicators for a preferred 
or accredited agent scheme (see Recommendation Seven). 
A concept document is provided in Appendix 9 that can be used to initiate discussion with stakeholders.
Benefits of implementing
• greater uptake of the training so better prepared education agents
• potentially an increased revenue stream for the British Council
• provides a benchmark for providers to evaluate new education agent practice
• reassures government about education agent practice and aligns with the national brand of education quality
• improves the international student pre-enrolment experience

Develop and promote a Good Practice Guide for Providers Using Education Agents 
RECOMMENDATION THREE

Working with education agents and using section 3 .3 of this report as a starting point, develop and distribute a good practice 
guide for providers, which might include: 
•  recommendations on due diligence, trial periods, training and review processes, including student satisfaction metrics that 

might be collected on an annual or biennial basis that would feed into the review process (and potentially provide sector 
benchmarking metrics)

•  advice on contract inclusions (potentially template clauses), such as requiring education agents to explain to students that 
they are funded by HEIs (not fee amounts), 

•  use of signed agreements with students (particularly in relation to GDPR), and compliance with the Code of Ethical 
Practice for UK Education Agents (Recommendation One) 

•  recommendations on how their education agent relationships should be made transparent to prospective students, such as 
listing contracted education agents on the provider website and a providing a page outlining how they pay education agents 

•  advice on ways to improve and maintain the quality of the provider–education agent relationship, including putting 
more provider staff through the British Council Agent and Counsellor Training Suite (or an updated UKCISA International 
Officer training covering similar content) so that they have a clearer understanding of the operational environment in 
which education agents operate, and making staff aware of the QAA Quality Code as it relates to student recruitment and 
admissions practice 

•  an Education Agent Quality Assurance Health Check proforma for internal audit offices that references the relevant 
sections of the QAA Quality Code and CMA guidance

Benefits of implementing
•  raises standards of the whole sector in managing education agents (especially useful for newer entrants)
•  provides tools for providers to further evaluate and continually improve their education agent management practice
•  helps to increase international student feedback and standards of service
•  makes it easier for education agents to effectively represent their partner providers



Initiative Development Timeframes

Done

• Research uncovered many elements of good practice to build 
initiatives on

• Initial Government & Stakeholder Initial engagement started

Now

• Launch the Research
• Draft the Code of Practice for cross sector input

Next

• Workshops in key regions for agents & students to input into the 
development of all 3 recommendations

• Creation of a cross sector advisory group to work with British Council 
to identify opportunities to increase access, uptake and the value of 
training

July 
2021

• Launch Code, Good Practice Guide, Communication Framework &  
Training as a suite of quality improvement measures at the BUILA 
Annual Conference in July

• Workshops on implementation & adoption of the Quality Framework 
for Agents & Providers 

Rolling • Regularly review success of initial measures with all stakeholders  to 
determine need for further initiatives


